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Abstract: Building a common manufacturing unit into a clever manufacturing unit is one of the dreams of 

"Industry 4.0". As factories pass in the direction of clever development, the current community safety 

structures can no longer meet the wishes of organisations and users. Aiming at the hidden risks of records 

leakage and unlawful get right of entry to to the facts of cryptographic manufacturing amenities and 

merchandise in the clever factory, the article combines the core science of the Internet of Things radio 

frequency identification (RFID) science and blockchain technology, and proposes a blockchain-based 

technology, the light- weight password safety authentication mechanism of the clever manufacturing facility 

RFID system, which has the traits of lightweight, anti-data leakage, and low administration cost. It can make 

sure the protected and dependable get entry to of industrial information whilst stopping the utility of RFID in 

clever factories. Security troubles such as replay attacks, manin-the center attacks, and server spoofing 

assaults additionally grant new thoughts for the lookup on statistics protection safety for clever factories.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

    With the introduction of the Industry four era, all nations are exploring and training clever factories. Research on clever 

factories focuses on the deep integration of new technology statistics applied sciences such as blockchain and Internet of 

Things with industrial structures to comprehend the wi-fi interconnection of manufacturing gear and components with the 

Internet or terminal equipment, making the manufacturing enterprise digitized and networked. As one of the core applied 

sciences of the Internet of Things, the radio frequency identification (RFID) technological know-how is broadly used, which 

has non-contact free[1-2]. 

    Attaching the RFID digital label to the goal floor or implanting the target, accumulating goal information, can recognise 

real-time monitoring of the manufacturing process. The verbal exchange between the RFID digital tag and the reader may 

additionally be challenge to man-in-the-middle assaults and replay attacks, which can also purpose troubles such as records 

leakage and unlawful access[3-4]. Therefore, in clever factories, the safety safety and dependable get entry to of facts and 

data of manufacturing services and merchandise have end up key problems to be solved urgently in the utility of RFID in 

clever factories. As the first line of protection for community safety protection, authentication performs an irreplaceable 

role. Through authentication, attackers can be identified, making it not possible for them to habits malicious assaults or 

illegally get entry to personal data. In latest years, many RFID gadget authentication mechanisms have been proposed [5-

6]. However, some of the current authentication mechanisms can't meet the necessities for anonymity safety of digital tags, 

or can't face up to server deception attacks, and can't be used in clever factories. This article analyzes the RFID machine 

authentication schemes proposed through researchers in current years. Based on the insufficiency of these mechanisms, a 

lightweight RFID protection authentication mechanism for clever factories primarily based on blockchain technological 

know-how is proposed. In this mechanism, light-weight safety authentication is accomplished via XOR, bitwise rotation, 

and one-way encrypted hashing. The introduction of blockchain technological know-how additionally gives a decrease 

administration price for the statistics safety safety of clever factories[7]. 

    Blockchain is presently one of the warm matters in the area of statistics security. Its software has unexpectedly multiplied 

from the economic area to different fields such as authorities affairs, justice, and public protection in latest years, and has 

acquired enormous interest from the enterprise and academia. Blockchain is in fact a allotted database device that integrates 
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cryptographic science and consensus algorithms to gain decentralization and multi-point maintenance. It has statistics 

traceability, non-tampering, nameless protection, openness and transparency and different secure and dependable features. 

With the normalization of the prevention and manipulate of the new crown pneumonia epidemic in 2020, catalyzed by using 

the non contact financial and social model, the diploma of "online" in a variety of industries has been consistently improved, 

and the full implementation of on- line commercial enterprise administration has come to be a authorities branch at all tiers 

to make sure the people's manufacturing The countermeasures of regular and orderly life, and implement 

    The key to on line enterprise administration is to clear up the troubles of protection and trust. As a "new infrastructure" 

for constructing a records governance system, blockchain is increasingly more being valued via authorities departments. Its 

utility in the subject of authorities affairs will have an vital have an effect on on enhancing the modernization of authorities 

governance capabilities.  

 

II. BLOCKCHAIN ANALYSIS 

    At the commencing of the twenty first century, the Internet has entered a length of full of life development. With the non-

stop extension of records community coverage, the quantity of commercial enterprise records carried by using a variety of 

networks has extended sharply. The overall performance bottleneck of usual relational databases has turn out to be more 

and more prominent, and it is tough to meet the excessive concurrency of large-scale interactive applications. Performance 

necessities for reading, writing and processing. After 2007, cloud computing and the Internet of Things have regularly 

emerged, boosting the arrival of the generation of huge data. In order to meet the growing demand for semi-structured and 

unstructured facts processing, non-relational database idea has end up a lookup hotspot again, and dispensed database 

technological know-how has been absolutely practiced and developed, thereby fixing excessive availability and storage in 

large-scale records alternate scenarios. The effectivity difficulty additionally offers a theoretical reference for the 

decentralized structure mannequin of the blockchain. 

    Consensus settlement is the core section of blockchain technological know-how and keeps the ordinary operation of the 

blockchain system. The consensus protocol is a series of mechanisms, regulations and algorithms set up with the aid of the 

blockchain to make sure the uniformity, consistency and consensus of the records ledgers of all nodes in the allotted 

computing environment. If there is a distribution, a consensus wishes to be reached. How to attain an settlement between 

all the accounting nodes, how to decide the accounting rights, to decide the validity of a record, how a lot computing energy 

is required, how a good deal sources and expenses are consumed, these are all blockchains The gadget desires to remedy 

the problems, so what form of consensus. mechanism and algorithm to pick out additionally determines the improvement 

route of the blockchain project. The consensus mechanism originated from the theorem and used to be developed from the 

CAP theorem and the BASE theory. A range of consensus algorithms developed on the groundwork of the early dispensed 

consensus algorithms. According to the trouble that the consensus algorithm focuses on solving, this article divides the 

frequent consensus mechanism and its algorithm into fairness type, fault tolerance type, and election type. 

    Equity-benefit kind has workload certification, equity certificates and different algorithms, and fault-tolerant kind has 

realistic worship such as Occupational Fault Tolerance and Authorized Byzantine Fault Tolerance. The election sorts 

encompass Rafft, Pol verification pool. DPOS (Authorized Stake Proof) and different algorithms: extraordinary consensus 

algorithms are appropriate for special software eventualities of public chains, alliance chains, and non-public chains. The 

technical structure of the blockchain. continues to evolve and alternate with the extension of the software field. It is 

commonly believed that blockchain is the underlying technological know-how in the software layer of the system. 

Combining the technological know-how and utility popularity of the Bitcoin system, the primary mannequin of Blockchain 

technological know-how is explained. and the blockchain gadget is proposed to be a 6-layer structure consisting of statistics 

layer, community layer, consensus layer, incentive layer, contract layer and utility layer Network layer and consensus layer 

are the core architectures helping blockchain applications. Xie Xuanyang's blockchain itself can additionally be divided 

into various tiers in accordance to distinctive functions, along with shared records layer, shared sharing protocol layer, 

utility programming interface and utility program. This paper divides the normal infrastructure of blockchain into primary 

technological know-how layer, statistics community layer, consensus protocol layer, clever contract layer, and commercial 

enterprise utility layer, as proven in Figure 1. The simple technological know-how layer consists of computing applied 

sciences such as timestamps,   hash   functions,  digital signatures, and Merkel hash bushes forming a chain shape and their 

block composition; the facts   community layer  helps  the   P2P community and allotted database that elevate the blockchain 
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Data community surroundings consensus  protocol  layer    describes   the consensus  mechanism, guidelines and algorithms 

of blockchain in a dispensed community environment. The clever contract layer units customized rules, codes and response 

stipulations for transactions or interactive transactions, as properly as methods such as submitting digital desktop execution 

and sharing ledger copies; the enterprise utility layer presents digital currency. 

 
  

III. APPLICATION OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION 

   Due to the benefits of decentralization and non tampering of information, blockchain technological know-how has 

obtained giant interest in the area of Internet of Things Combining blockchain science with industrial Internet and Internet 

of Things is a future trend. One or greater servers running. in every hyperlink of the clever manufacturing unit RFID 

machine architecture. deploying blockchain science are referred to as blockchain nodes, and every node incorporates a 

reader and statistics of the digital label. Block chain science is used to join a couple of manufacturing and manufacturing 

links, such as design, procurement, production, sales, and transportation. The records data generated in every hyperlink is 

built-in and analyzed and coordinated to meet the desires of industrial automation and structure a new ecosystem of 

industrial interconnection. For example, if a section is manufactured in the manufacturing process, it symbolizes the launch 

of a new piece of information. Then the RFID tag connected to the phase will be scanned with the aid of the readers of 

every hyperlink and shared storage thru the blockchain node. When you want to hint the applicable statistics of the part, 

you can view it via the block statistics of the blockchain. Assume that the verbal exchange channel between the blockchain 

node and the RFID reader is secure, and the verbal exchange channel between the reader and the digital tag is now not 

secure. Due to the nature of the allotted ledger of the blockchain, it can be assumed that the records saved in the nodes of 

the blockchain is safe. Therefore, the mechanism proposed in this paper focuses on the lookup of mutual authentication 

between readers and digital tags. Blockchain nodes and digital tags each save 96-bit IDS and 96-bit K associated 

information, and every hyperlink performs registration and identification initialization and the equal identification 

authentication procedure on the blockchain. 

   The catalog of authorities records assets is the foundation for the administrative departments to raise out facts aid sharing, 

commercial enterprise collaborative processing, and authorities records disclosure. The catalog of government. facts sources 

makes use of standardized metadata to describe the traits of authorities statistics resources, type and code them in accordance 

to classification standards, so that statistics sources can be shortly located, read, and invoked. Therefore, in the building of 

the authorities facts aid change and sharing platform, the listing gadget can be stated to be the most crucial aspect to play 

its function as the platform's statistics hub. The administration of the catalogue of authorities records assets entails the 

preparation, registration, review, release, and replace of catalogues. It is a work that requires the joint participation and 

protection of more than one departments. 
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   Government data sources cowl a range of sorts of data, such as a giant range of personal data associated to organizations 

or citizens, such as private ID number, financial institution card account, domestic address, instant household members, 

clinical history, and property status. In the process, the operation of the shared attributes and open prerequisites of the listing 

and the protection safety of touchy records are in particular important. The technical traits of the blockchain are appropriate 

for the safety utility eventualities of the data useful resource catalog provider furnished by way of the authorities affairs 

department. Among them, the alliance chain breaks the ordinary mode of authorities statistics aid change and sharing from 

technical means, and offers a new answer for the information sharing commercial enterprise collaboration of the authorities 

affairs department. Ideas and improvement pattern. The preservation of the aid catalog by way of the alliance chain adopts 

a in part decentralized mode. For example, when there are more than one useful resource accountable events for the identical 

useful resource item, the applicable departments worried in the useful resource catalog structure an "alliance", and a lead 

branch is decided as " "Leader", coordinate the member departments to decide the accountable birthday party for the useful 

resource item, and together preserve the aid catalog in a collaborative manner. The safety and possession problems of shared 

statistics can additionally be solved thru the alliance chain. The alliance chain has the traits of robust controllability, facts 

will no longer be disclosed through default, and useful resource studying is efficient. Especially in phrases of privateness 

protection, the facts requester can question the alliance chain The aid catalog index on the aid listing is aware of the branch 

of the required data, and sends a information sharing request. When the statistics company receives the records sharing 

request, it performs privateness safety processing on the shared records to be provided, and then sends the processed facts 

to the demand Department, and file the shared match statistics in the alliance chain, so as to meet the technical necessities 

of the authorities data useful resource trade and sharing platform for records desensitization protection. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

   In this paper, combining blockchain technology, the use of bitwise XOR, bitwise rotation operation, and one-way 

encryption hashing, a light-weight protection authentication mechanism for RFID gadget passwords for clever factories is 

realized. The safety evaluation of the proposed mechanism is performed thru formal and casual evaluation of BAN logic, 

which proves that the mechanism has two-way authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and anonymity, and can withstand 

replay attacks, traceability attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Security points such as assaults and server spoofing 

attacks. In addition, the paper analyzes the calculation value and storage value of this mechanism, and suggests that this 

mechanism has decrease administration costs. The mechanism of this paper offers a new answer for the lookup of RFID 

device authentication mechanism for clever factories. In the lookup on the authentication mechanism of the RFID machine 

for clever factories, the future lookup viewpoint can be developed from two aspects. 

 

4.1 Lightweight Certification 

   In view of the constrained gear resources, lookup and graph of lightweight identification authentication mechanisms, 

mixed with different safety applied sciences to furnish endto give up tightly closed communications will be a most important 

lookup path in the future. 

 

4.2 Password Communication Protection between Server and Reade 

   In the industrial Internet, a whole authentication mechanism can correctly minimize verbal exchange dangers and enhance 

information security. The lookup on the protection authentication mechanism in the case of an insecure verbal exchange 

channel between the server node and the reader will be a future lookup direction. 
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